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Hot carrier effects in sub-micron lightly doped drain (LDD) n-channel

MOSFETs under static (DC) stress are studied in order to establish the degradation

mechanisms of such devices. Degradation is monitored as a function of time at various

gate voltages. Under accelerated aging conditions (i.e. large drain voltages) the gate

voltage for maximum degradation is found to be different than the gate voltage for

which the substrate current is maximum; this is in contrast to the results of previous

workers who found degradation and substrate current to be strongly correlated.

However, under normal operating conditions, degradation and substrate current are

found to be correlated. Furthermore, through the use of charge pumping

measurements it is shown that two primary mechanisms are accountable for the

degradation of these devices at small and large gate voltages. First, at large gate

voltages there is an increase in the degradation which is predominantly due to electron

injection and trapping in the oxide. An alternating static injection experiment shows

that this type of electron trapping degradation is recoverable. Second, at small gate
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voltages degradation is mainly related to interface state generation near the drain LDD

region. Floating gate measurements demonstrate that electron and hole injection occurs

at large and small gate voltages, respectively. It is also shown that maximum interface

state creation occurs when electron and hole injection happens simultaneously.
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Hot-Carrier Degradation of Sub-micron n-channel MOSFETs Subject to Static Stress

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) are the

dominant devices used in today's semiconductor industry. They are widely used in

digital as well as analog integrated circuits. To obtain higher speed and smaller die

sizes in advanced silicon VLSI devices, the MOSFET channel length needs to be

reduced. The reduction of channel length (typically below 2 ptm) gives birth to new

instability and reliability problems. In these short-channel transistors, the electric field

is very large (on the order of megavolts per centimeter). As a result, energetic carriers

are generated because of carrier heating and impact ionization phenomena occurring in

the space charge region of the channel near the drain. These energetic carriers can

result in the creation of interface states and fixed oxide charge in the oxide layer near

the channel. Injection of these hot carriers into the oxide degrades transistor

characteristics, resulting in instabilities such as threshold voltage shift,

transconductance (gm) degradation, and drain current reduction1-3.

The influence of hot-carrier injection on the performance of MOSFETs has

been investigated extensively over the last two decades. Device degradation is a major

concern with regard to long-term stability and reliability of modern VLSI circuits.

Transistors in a logic circuit, such as an inverter, are subject to dynamic (AC) stress.

However, most hot-carrier research is primarily focused on static (DC) stress, since

characterizing and understanding the physical behavior of the device under dynamic

stress is a complicated task.
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Ever reducing the channel length has been one of the goals and challenges of

researchers in the last two decades. However, having stable devices that can meet the

failure criteria (typically, 2% drain current reduction in 100,000 hours) is a major

objective.

The goal of this thesis is to study the static (DC) aging instabilities of lightly

doped-drain (LDD) n-channel MOSFET's for two different technologies; one set of

MOSFETs operating under a power supply of 5.5 volts, while the second set operates at

a lower power supply voltage of 3.3 volts.

In Chapter 2, a review of MOSFET device operation and relevant aging

instability studies is presented. Chapter 3 describes the different techniques and

measurement procedures used in this study. Chapter 4 presents the experimental results

and relevant discussion. The final chapter contains the conclusions of this study as well

as recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW OF N-CHANNEL MOSFETs SUBJECT TO STATIC

STRESS

2.1 HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

The first MOSFET was proposed and fabricated in 1960, using a thermally

oxidized silicon structure by Kahang and Atalla6. Instabilities in MOSFETs have

existed since these devices were invented. Around 1968, instability phenomena were

reduced to a reasonable and practical level with respect to long-term reliability of

MOSFETs7. However, the introduction of newer and more complex manufacturing

processes and shrinkage of device dimensions has led to new sources of instabilities in

MOSFETs. In general, sub-micron MOSFETs operate under higher electric fields so

that a greater number of energetic carriers exist in the channel which leads to impact

ionization and degradation of MOSFET characteristics8.

Impact ionization, the inverse of Auger recombination, is a collision process

where carriers gain sufficient energy from an electric field to create electron-hole pairs

upon colliding with the atoms of crystal lattice8'9. Impact ionization can be initiated by

electrons or holes. However, the effective ionization threshold energy for electrons and

holes are about 3.6 eV and 5.0 eV respectively9. Therefore, impact ionization initiated

by holes is less likely than by electrons. Figure 2-1 illustrates the energy band diagram

for carrier generation via impact ionization initiated by electrons. The horizontal

arrows represent carrier acceleration in the high electric field and the vertical arrows

indicate that carriers lose energy in a process in which an electron is excited from the

valence band to the conduction band.
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In n-channel MOSFETs the energetic carriers are normally hot electrons that

result in electron-hole pair creation by impact ionization. The electrons generated by

impact ionization are attracted to the drain and some of them surmount the energy

barrier of the oxide. The energy barrier for holes (4.3 eV) is higher than that of

electrons (3.2 eV)39. Therefore, electron injection into the oxide is more likely than

that of the hole injection. However, hole injection can occur in n-channel MOSFETs

under low gate biases and can play a very important role in establishing the reliability

of MOSFETs because their presence exacerbates the rate of interface state creation10.

The energy barriers for electron and hole injection strongly depends on the transverse

electric field, and consequently depends on both the drain and gate voltage.

Figure 2-1: Carrier generation via impact ionization.

2.2 SOURCES OF HOT-CARRIERS IN AN N-CHANNEL MOSFET

The first source of hot carriers is associated with avalanche breakdown of the

drain-substrate junction9. This condition occurs when the drain voltage of an n-

channel transistor is sufficiently large. However, this condition is not a usual mode of

operation for a standard device. Therefore, this case is not discussed further.
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The second source of hot-carriers is substrate hot electrons (SHE)I1,12

illustrated in Fig. 2-2. The SHE effect is present when electrons are heated by the large

electric field which exists in the space charge region underneath the channel. These

electrons originate either from the space charge region or diffuse from the bulk of the

substrate into the space charge region. SHE injection is of minor importance under

most operating conditions. When the source-to-drain junction is strongly reverse-

biased and a large electric field is applied to the gate, the effect of SHE is most

noticeable. SHE injection is enhanced by temperature, photon absorption in the silicon,

and heavy substrate dopingl 1,13.

Gate
Source Drain

n+ n+

Depletion Edge Substrate

Figure 2-2. Substrate hot-electron effect (Vds =O).

The most important source of hot carriers originate from the inversion layer

channel underneath the gate oxide11,14. This condition is most pronounced when the

device is in saturation, with the source grounded, Vcc applied to the drain, and the

gate biased to less than or equal to the drain potential. When the device saturates, the

inversion layer does not extend across the entire length of the channel. As electrons

leave the inversion layer and enter the depleted portion of the channel while transiting

from source to drain, some of them gain sufficient energy from the high electric field

near the drain, accelerate toward the drain, and collide with atoms in the silicon lattice.

Upon impact with the energized electrons or "hot-electrons", the atoms are ionized and

electron-hole pairs are created. The created electrons are drawn toward the high
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electric field near the drain, while holes mainly drift toward the substrate and constitute

substrate current. Figure 2-3. illustrates the impact ionization phenomena for an n-

channel MOSFET. If the hot carriers gain enough energy (3-5 eV)15 and through

collisions obtain the proper momentum, they can surmount the Si-Si02 energy barrier

and be injected into the Si0216. Hot carriers can also tunnel quantum mechanically into

the oxide at slightly lower energies.

Source
Inversion Layer Gate Damaged Area

Drain

Figure 2-3. Impact ionization (channel hot-electron effect).

Depending on the type of carrier's charge and the direction of the electric field

in the oxide at the point of injection, electrons or holes are either drawn toward the gate

or driven back toward the channel. The direction of the oxide field above the channel is

a function of both gate and drain voltages15. A fraction of the injected carriers are

trapped, while passing through the oxide. Most of the hot-carrier-induced damage is

localized in the vicinity of the drain. This charge perturbation can lead to transistor

parameter shifts and subsequently to device malfunction. Hot carriers passing through

the Si-Si02 interface lead to the generation of interface states and electron/hole

trapping in the oxide. For example, electrons trapped above the channel of an n-

MOSFET can locally raise the threshold voltage and reduce the drain current. Holes

trapped near the interface can lead to the formation of interface states which reduce the

drain current and transconductance of a transistor17,18.
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2.3 PREVIOUS AGING STUDIES ON N-CHANNEL MOSFETs

2.3.1 Introduction

The aging characteristics and device stability of n-channel MOSFET's have

been the subject of numerous studies over the last two decades10-20. The majority of

this work has focused on static or DC stress. DC stress studies are important in order to

understand the degradation mechanisms of these devices which enables researchers to

improve device stability and reliability. Improving hot-carrier degradation (i.e. lifetime

of the device) in sub-micron MOSFETs is usually achieved by improving the process

methods used to fabricate the device (dielectric/interface technology), by changing the

device operating voltage to lower values25,26, or by changing the MOSFET structure

(e.g. LDD structure). In addition, these studies allow researchers to predict device

operation lifetime under normal operating conditions. One approach to study the

behavior of theses devices under static stress is to increase the drain voltage15,16.18, so

that the device degrades over a much shorter period. In order to characterize and

understand the mechanisms of degradation, parameters such as change in drain current

(%Id), change in threshold voltage (AVt), substrate current (Isub), gate current (Ig),

and interface state density (Nit) should be measured.

Researchers at the University of California, Berkeley15 have used non-LDD n-

channel devices of effective length (0.9iim-1.81.tm) and oxide thickness of (35nm-

45nm) for their studies. They have used AVt as a measure of device degradation in

their study. Figure 2-615 shows AVt and substrate current (Isub) as a function of gate

voltage for a fixed drain voltage. In their experiment, the maximum AVt (maximum

damage) occurs at maximum Isub and, thus, this damage has been correlated with the

substrate current. In addition, they have shown that Isub, ANit, and all other hot-

electron effects show a similar peak when plotted as a function of gate voltage. They



proposed that since Isub correlates well with all measured hot-electron effects; i.e.

is a good monitor for the prediction

of device lifetime or degradation.

The idea behind this is that because

Isub is the hole current generated

directly as the result of impact

ionization, maximum damage should

appear at the maximum generation

rate of electron-hole pairs (maximum

'sub). A model has been proposed
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Figure 2-4. AVt versus Vas.

which indicates that the Vg and Vd

dependence maybe taken into account via Isub

T* / = C * (Isuh Ynd (1)

where r is the device lifetime (i.e. time at 2% change in Id), Isub is the substrate

current, Id is the drain current, and C and n are empirical constants.

Furthermore, the degradation mechanism is explained as arising from the

generation of surface states (interface traps) near the drain edge. They have performed

electrical characterization of n-channel MOSFET's and conclude that degradation of n-

channel devices is only due to hot-electrons that create interface traps but not fixed

charge in the oxide. From these observations, a physical model is proposed. This

model asserts that:15

"A possible macroscopic mechanism is that a hot electron

breaks a silicon-hydrogen bond. If the resultant trivalent

silicon atom recombines with hydrogen, no interface trap

is generated. If the hydrogen atom diffuses away from
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the interface, a new interface trap is generated. A hot-

electron breaks the = Sis H bond to produce Si*, trivalent

silicon atom (i.e., interface traps), and Hi, interstitial

hydrogen atom. Sis H <=> Si* + Hi "

P. E. Cottrell et a/.16 performed extensive gate current measurements in order

to monitor device degradation and proposed that the emission of the hot-electrons into

the oxide and subsequent trapping in the oxide is the cause of MOSFET degradation.

MOSFET device characteristics are affected by hot electron emission and electron

trapping.

However, it should be noted first that since Isub is a good monitor for electron-

hole pair generation, the rate of degradation might not necessarily coincide with the

maximum rate of electron-hole pair generation (i.e. in the present study the rate of

degradation does not correlate with Isub) Secondly, they have ignored the fact that

hole injection at low gate voltages occurs and this phenomena indeed results to most of

the instability problems in the operation of n-channel MOSFETs (i.e. in this study as

well as other studies27-32, it is shown that maximum damage occurs at low gate

voltages where hole injection dominates over electron injection).

The fact that maximum interface state density indeed occurs at low gate

voltages has been demonstrated by several authors15-19,27 through the use of the charge

pumping technique which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. However, there are

still controversial issues in the literature regarding how these interface states are

created.

Workers at IBM18 performed capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements on

MOS devices to study the effect of electron-hole pair generation (impact ionization)

and of hydrogen and H2O on the creation of interface states. They found that the
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density of interface states is independent of the average oxide field, but depends upon

the amount of electron-hole pair recombination occurring. Also, they show that an

increase in the density of interface states occurs when devices are subjected to a

hydrogen anneal. They show that the reaction of the silicon bond with the hydrogen

atom is bi-directional and is given by18

S10 H <=> H or --a-SiO +H2 <=> -s:SiH +H

where (SiO) are the dangling bonds reacting with atomic (H) or molecular hydrogen

(H2). They have explained that when hot-electrons break the hydrogen bond arising

from either absorbed water, Si OH, and/or Si H bonds, it diffuses away from the

interface resulting in interface state creation. Y. Nissan-Cohen and T. Gorczyca5 also

found an increase in the interface state density for devices that are subjected to a

hydrogen anneal.

S. K. Lair studied the generation of interface states using C-V measurements

on MOS devices. He used avalanche injection from the silicon substrate to inject only

holes into the oxide. After injecting and trapping holes in the oxide, a slight increase

was observed in the density of interface states. Subsequently, electrons were injected

into the oxide in order to neutralize the holes. By injecting electrons into the oxide

after hole injection, C-V measurements showed shifts in the positive voltage direction.

Thus, the density of interface states increased significantly. He explains the increase in

the interface states as follows:17

" The simple conclusion is that electrons are captured by

the holes. It is not the simple recombination process that

is observed in crystalline silicon. Instead, electrons and

holes may recombine, releasing energy in such a way as

to induce structural change at the interface to give rise to
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interface states. Another possible explanation is that

electrons may be bound to holes in dipolar complexes to

give electronic states at the interface."

Lai17 concludes that there are two types of positive charge at the Si/SiO2

interface. First, the holes that are trapped at the interface creating interface states when

they recombine with an electron (as described above). The second is the positive

charge generated from electron trapping at water related centers in the oxide which

cause the creation of interface states that are donor-like. Both type of charges may

appear at the interface, the effect is enhanced when wet oxides are used.

N. S. Saks et. a/.3° have studied hot-carrier injection in n-channel MOSFETs.

By the use of floating gate measurement, they measured the hole current in the low gate

voltage region where the rate of interface state creation is maximum. They explain that

at low gate voltages (maximum interface state density) simultaneous injection of holes

and electrons occur, but the rate of hot hole injection from the substrate is larger than

electron injection. That is why a very low hole current can be measured under these

conditions. Furthermore, the idea behind hole injection is discussed by H. Gesch et.

a1.40; some of the holes that are generated by impact ionization are attracted by the

large lateral electric field (low Vg) to the gate between the drain region and the pinch-

off point. In contrast, holes are repelled back to the substrate in the region between the

pinch-off point and the source junction. As the gate voltage increases (Vg = Vd), the

lateral electric field decreases in addition to the pinch-off region which favors electron

injection into the gate oxide and not hole injection.

Recently, workers at Digital Corporation27,28 have measured Igate through the

use of a floating gate technique29-31. This technique is very sensitive and can be used

to measure gate currents in the sub-femtoamp range. They measure positive gate
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currents consistent with hole transport into the oxide at low gate voltage biases. They

also claim that the maximum rate of formation of interface states occurs when both

holes and electrons are injected together in the oxide at approximately Vgs = Vds/2.

Furthermore, they show that when hole injection in the oxide is maximum, the amount

of interface state generated damage increases.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The standard method used to characterize MOSFET's is via current voltage (I-

V) characteristics. The I-V characteristics of an MOS transistor depends on a variety

of physical properties of the device (e.g. channel length and width, mobility, oxide

thickness, doping, etc.). Transistor parameters (threshold voltage, transconductance,

sub-threshold slope, drain current and effective channel length) are functions of these

physical properties and are extracted from I-V characteristics obtained under various

bias configurations. In addition, to study transistor reliability, the level of certain

parametric changes versuss stress time can also be characterized18-28. Therefore,

analysis of transistor I-V curves is crucial in the study of hot-carrier phenomena.

Most of the techniques used for measuring the interface state density of MOS

devices are based on C-V measurements on MOS devices. Direct measurements of

interface states on short channel length MOSFETs is essential. However, due to the

small geometry of transistors, C-V measurement on short-channel MOSFETs is not

practical. For instance, for sub-micron MOSFETs with thin oxide thicknesses, the gate

capacitance is usually below 1 pf. This amount of capacitance is within the noise

regime of available capacitance meters and C-V measurements are not practical

especially for short-channel length MOSFETs. Therefore, the charge pumping

technique32-35 is used to directly measure the density of interface states for the short-

channel length n-channel MOSFETs used in this study. In addition, gate current

measurements are essential for differentiating electron and hole injection into the gate

oxide. A sensitive floating gate technique29-31 is used to detect hole injection at low

gate voltages in this study.
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Section 3.2 discusses the general techniques used for aging and parameter

characterization of n-channel MOSFET's. Section 3.3 presents the charge pumping

technique and Section 3.4 covers the floating gate measurement and its results.

3.2 DEVICE STRUCTURES

Two sets of devices are used in this study. The first, to be called Technology I,

consists of self-aligned, lightly doped drain (LDD) 0.7gm and 0.81.im drawn channel

lengths with effective channel lengths of Leff-40.35-0.45)11m and an oxide thickness of

15nm operating at 5.5 volts. The second set of devices, to be called Technology II, are

LDD 0.70gm drawn channel lengths with Leff=(0.32-0.35)gm and oxide thickness of

8nm operating at 3.3 volts. The channel width for both sets of devices is 2011m.

3.3 GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

3.3.1 Introduction

Devices in a real logic circuit, such as an inverter, are subject to dynamic stress,

i.e. rapidly-changing gate and drain voltages with short transients20,21. However, their

reliability is most commonly evaluated in terms of DC or static stress15,19; to

understand the degradation behavior of devices under dynamic stress is a complicated

task. Therefore, static aging is used in this study. Hot carrier degradation is a function

of transistor geometry and bias voltages5,15,22 (which determine the electric field) and

of the oxide quality (which effects the trapping characteristics). The n-channel

transistors of Technology I and II are stressed at room temperature with different

combinations of gate and accelerated drain voltages and are characterized for drain

current reduction (AId). Most researchers use AVt, Agm, or AId to characterize the

degradation of n-channel MOSFET's but since all these parameters are linearly related

to each other15, Old is mainly used in this study.
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Figure. 3-1 Measurement setup for characterizing and stressing n-channel
MOSFET devices.

3.3.2 Device Characterization

As mentioned above, I-V measurements are the standard method used to

characterize MOS devices. Electrical characterization is achieved using the schematic

diagram shown in Fig. 3-1. This measurement setup consists of a Hewlett Packard

4145B Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer, a Keith ley 707 Switch Matrix, an
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Electroglass 2001X Auto Prober, a Faraday cage, and a PC controller. This setup is

used to age the devices as well as to assess various parameters before and after stress.

3.3.3 Sub-Threshold Test

This test setup measures various parameters such as peak transconductance

(gmp), threshold voltage (Vt), and the change in the sub-threshold slope (S). The test

setup, which is controlled by the PC, is as follows:

SMU1 (Drain) Constant: Vd = 0.1V

SMU2 (Gate) VAR1: Vg = Sweep from VL0 = 0 V

to Vf-Ti = (typically 1V to 3V)

SMU3 (Source) COM: Vs = Ground

SMU4 (Substrate) COM: \Tsui-) = Ground

Table 3-1. Test setup for sub-threshold test.

The result of this test is Id versus Vg at fixed drain (Vd=0.1V) and substrate

(Vsub =OV) voltages. Subsequently, by using equation (2) gm versus Vg is calculated.

Figure. 3-2 show the variation of gmp as a function of stress time for different gate

biases. The transconductance gm is defined as

Idgm =
Vg

d(const ) (2)
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Figure 3-2. A gm versus stress time. Technology I device, Vd=7.5V LD=0.71.1m.

I ) Threshold Voltage

Threshold voltage or turn-on voltage is an important device parameter. Further,

any variation in Qf or Qit due to an external voltage stress causes a shift in the value of

threshold voltage which is given by the following equation:36

1

(Q +Q
11

)

cox
(3)

where Qf is fixed oxide charge composed of ionized impurities and charge defects in

the oxide. The negative and positive oxide charges shift the threshold voltage to the

positive and negative directions respectively. Qit is charge due to interface states.

Figure 3-3 shows the variation of threshold voltage as a function of time. The sample is

stressed as a function of time at Vd=7.5V, Vg=1.5V with source and substrate

grounded ( t=0 represents the unstressed data ).
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Figure. 3-3. Vt versus stress time, Technology I device, LD=0.7p.m (Vd=7.5V,
Vs= Vsub =OV).

II) Sub-Threshold Current

When the gate of an n-channel MOSFET is biased at voltages near to but below

the threshold voltage of transistor, there is a small current flow, in the range of nano-

amps. This current is mainly a diffusion current and is associated with two

components. The first part is due to generation of interface states and the second part

is associated with generation-recombination centers in the space charge region37.

Subsequently, any increase in the interface state density due to the voltage stress causes

the Id vs Vg curve to change in the sub-threshold region. A decrease in the current

corresponds to acceptor-type traps at the interface. Figure 3-4 shows the sub-threshold

current before and after stressing of a Technology I device. A parameter S is defined

as the inverse slope of the straight line portion of the log(Id) vs Vg curve and is given

by:

V
(4)

a log ( d
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Figure 3-4. Sub-threshold current before and after stress versus Vg, stressed
at Vd=7.5V, Vg=1.5V for t=1000 sec. Technology I device, LD=0.8gm.

Figure 3-5. shows the sub-threshold swing (S) versus stress time for a

Technology I device (Vd=7.5V Vg=1.5V, and Vs =Vsub=OV).
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Figure 3-5. Sub-threshold swing (S) versus stress time. Technology I devices,
Vd=7.5V, Vg=1.5V, LD=0.71.tm.
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3.3.4 Saturation Region Test

This test is primarily performed to measure the drain current when the device is

operating in saturation. For the case of Technology I devices, Id is measured at a

normal operating condition of Vd = Vg = 5.5 V and in the case of Technology II

devices, Id is measured at Vd = Vg = 3.3 V. The parameters extracted from this test

are Idsat and 'sub at the selected gate and drain bias values mentioned above.

Subsequently, the drain current degradation is measured as follows:

Id d ( initial ) I d ( final )

d ( initial )

x 100 (5)

where Id(initial) and Id(final) are the drain currents measured before and after stress,

respectively.

3.3.5 Accelerated Aging of n-channel MOSFETs

N-channel MOSFETs are stressed at various gate and accelerated drain voltages

for time intervals of tn. In this study, Technology I and II devices are stressed at

accelerated drain voltages in order to speed up the aging time (below punch through,

typically 1 to 2 volts above their normal operating conditions). The devices must be

characterized between stress intervals. Therefore, the experiment consists of sequential

stress and characterization. The test sequence consists of three steps as follows:

Characterize parameters as previously discussed (i.e. Id, Vt, S, gm)

Stress for time interval tn.

Delay for cooling ( typically three minutes, this step is required since devices under

stress are heated due to impact ionization).

Figure 3-6 shows a typical percentage Id change as a function of time for

Technology I devices. These devices are stressed for various gate voltages at Vd=7.5V
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with substrate and source grounded for 20,000 seconds. As shown, the rate of Id

degradation varies for different gate voltages and the maximum degradation occurs at

about Vg =l.5V.

?T.

3

2

0

%Id versus Stress Time

10 100 1000

Stress Time (seconds)

10000 100003

V1.5V Vg 2.0V V2.5V

V4.5V s VEICJV V7.0V V7.5V

Figure 3-6. Change in Id versus stress time for various gate voltages, Vd=7.5V,
LD=0.7um.

Parameters such as L\Vt, S, and %Id provide information about the degradation

mechanisms (e.g. oxide charge and interface state) during device operation. But

because hot carrier degradation is highly non-uniform throughout the channel length,

the information from these parameters does not provide conclusive information about

the actual mechanisms of degradation. Hence, other techniques are discussed in the

following sections which provide precise behavior of n-channel MOSFETs under

stress.
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3.4 THE CHARGE PUMPING TECHNIOUE

Interface state generation and carrier trapping in the oxide have been reported as

the fundamental degradation mechanisms32-3438 in sub-micron MOSFETs. Therefore,

determination of the density of interface states is essential for the sub-micron

MOSFETs used in this study. The charge pumping technique is employed to directly

measure the density of interface states (Nit). In this study, two charge pumping

methods for measuring Nit are utilized. The first technique only allows measurement

of the average Nit across the entire channel length, whereas the second technique,

which is somewhat more complicated, allows measurement of the spatial profile of Nit

for various locations along the channel.

3.4.1 Evaluation of the Average Nit using the Charge Pumping Technique

A block diagram for the setup of the first measurement is shown in Fig. 3-7. It

consists of a pulse generator, and a semiconductor parameter analyzer (HP 4145B).

The pulse generator is used to drive the silicon surface from inversion to accumulation

and vice versa. As shown in Fig. 3-7, the source and drain of the n-channel MOSFET

are connected together and held at a small voltage of 0-0.1V. The substrate is

grounded and the gate terminal is connected to the pulse generator. When the gate

terminal is pulsed to a positive value (5.0V) the transistor is in inversion. Hence,

electrons flow from the drain and the source to form an inversion layer underneath the

silicon dioxide interface. Some of these electrons are captured by interface states and

the rest flows back to the source or the drain electrodes as the gate terminal is pulsed to

accumulation (-5.0V). When the device is in accumulation, the majority carriers

(holes) from the substrate recombine with electrons trapped in interface states. This

results in a flow of charge from the substrate, which is called the charge pumping

current (Icp).
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SMU4
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Figure 3-7 A block diagram for the charge pumping setup (average Nit).

A qualitative interpretation of this phenomenon is related to the charge stored at

the interface at each cycle. Also, Icp is a linear function of frequency and proportional

to the gate area. Therefore, the interface state density is directly calculated from slope

of Icp versus frequency (shown in Fig. 3-8) and the following equation32



Nit =
a lcp

qWL a f
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(6)

where q is the electronic charge and w and L are the width and length of the gate,

respectively.
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Icp versus Frequency

Stress Vck7.5V, Vg=2.0V for 1H our

P re-s fres s

1.00E +05 2.00E +05 3.00E +05 4.00E +05

Frequency (Hz)

5.00E+05

Figure 3-8 . Icp versus frequency for pre - stress and post-stress. Technology I
devices, LD=0.81.trn.
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3.4.2 Lateral Profiling of Nit using the Charge Pumping Techniaue

It is known that in short-channel length MOSFET's, carriers can be injected

from the channel into the oxide1,17,18 resulting in the formation of interface states and

Vdh

Vdl

Vgh

Vgl Generator I

Pulse

Generator II

Pulse

r -/
Oxide

Source fl

Substrate

Drain

Pico

Ammeter

r
Controller

GPIB

Figure 3-9. A block diagram for the charge pumping setup (lateral profile of Nit).

oxide trap charges. This device damage is localized mainly near the drain since the

electric field in that region is very high. The next method to be discussed allows one to

measure the density of interface states at various locations in the channel near the drain

and source; thus, the lateral distribution of interface states near the drain and source
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junctions of a MOSFET are assessed . The setup consists of a current-meter (HP

4145B), a controller, a switch matrix, and two pulse generators, as shown in Fig 3-9.

The first pulse generator is used to drive the silicon surface from inversion to

accumulation and vice versa (as described before). The second pulse generator, which

is connected to the drain or source through the switch matrix is basically used to

modulate the space charge regions of the drain-to-substrate or source-to-substrate PN

junctions.

Hence, the drain reverse bias (Vdh) determines which part of the channel is

available for recombination of holes flowing from substrate with electrons trapped at

the interface. As the value of Vdh gets larger, a smaller portion of the channel is

available for recombination, consequently the magnitude of Icp decreases. The base

voltage level of the second pulse generator (Vdl) is chosen to be OV in order to

maintain a constant field during the carrier filling cycle32-34. In order to calculate the

peak Nit, the following equation is used:

Nit (L) =
1 A/cp

(7)
qWf AL

where Icpmax is the difference of the charge pumping currents measured at different

Vdh's, W is the channel width, f is the pulse frequency, and AL is the difference of

space charge edges with respect to zero bias at the drain or source junctions.

Figure. 3-10 illustrates the interface state density versus distance. It is shown

that Nit is maximum very close to the drain edge, while Nit is small on the source side.

This indicates that when the transistor ages, most of the damage occurs in the vicinity

of the drain.
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Nit versus Distance
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Figure 3-10. Density of interface states versus distance. Technology I device
stressed at Vd=7.0V, Vs=1.0V, Vs=Vsub=0V, stress time= 20,000 seconds,
LD=0.71.tm.

3.5 FLOATING GATE MEASUREMENT

Sub-micron MOSFET reliability problems are predominantly due to hot-carrier

injection into the gate oxide. Direct measurement of low gate currents is extremely

difficult with available current meters, which have a resolution of slightly less than a

pico-amp. In this study, a floating gate technique29-31 is used in order to measure hole

gate currents of less than a femto-amp. A block diagram of the measurement set up is

shown in Fig. 3-11. The test setup consists of a micromanuplator, a faraday cage, and a

semiconductor parameter analyzer (HP 4145B). Dry nitrogen gas is blown on the

sample during the measurement to keep the surface leakage current to a minimum.
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Figure 3-11. Test setup for floating gate measurements.

The floating gate measurement is accomplished by initially applying a positive

voltage to the gate and the drain. At t=0, the gate voltage is removed and Id(t) is

monitored. The gate current (Ig) is then calculated from the relationship Ig=Cg(Vg)/

dVg/dt. For large gate voltages, electron injection into the gate oxide predominates, Cg

discharges as a function of time, and Id decreases with time. This decrease in Id due to

electron injection into the oxide is illustrated in Fig. 3-12. It is found that in the case of

low applied gate voltages, hole injection dominates the current transport into the gate

oxide. Hence, the gate capacitance (Cg) charges up as a function of time as the holes

are injected into the oxide, resulting in an increase in Id with time. This increase in Id

due to hole injection into the oxide is illustrated in Fig. 3-13. A comparison of Figs. 3-

12 and 3-13 indicates that the time scales for electron and hole injection into the oxide

are distinctly different. The following steps describes in detail the measurement and

calculation of low gate currents using the floating gate technique.

1. The gate capacitance of the sample is measured as a function of gate voltage with

drain, source and substrate tied to ground to give Cg(Vg). A high frequency of 1

MHz is used to measure Cg in this study.
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Figure 3-12. Id versus time for electron injection into the gate oxide. Vd=7.5V,
V (initial)=8.0V, LD=0.711m.
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2. Id versus Vg is measured at the same drain voltage at which the floating gate

measurement is performed to give Id(Vg).

3. The drain current is measured subsequent to removing the gate voltage to give Id(t).

4. Ig is calculated as follows30,39

avg
ig(vg)=cg(vg) (8)

avg

at
where is calculated as

ald
avg at

aid
aVg

at (9)

The numerator and denominator derivatives in Eqn. (9) are obtained by

numerical differentiation of Id(t) and Id(Vg). Figure 3-14 shows the calculated

electron and hole currents as function of gate voltage. In addition, the direct DC

current measured at large gate biases is compared with the electron current calculated

using the floating gate measurement. The percentage error between the two

measurements is about 15 to 20. This could be due to the measured gate capacitance.

Note that the floating gate and direct measurement trends as a function of Vg are

identical even though there is some difference in 1g as measured by the two techniques.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The electrical characteristics of Technologies I and II sub-micron n-channel

MOSFETs are studied under static stress for various gate voltages with different

channel lengths. In addition, the effects of substrate hot-electrons (SHE) are

investigated under inversion and accumulation conditions. It is crucial to understand

how the gate voltage variation affects the instability of these devices and to establish

the mechanisms responsible for the creation of damage in these device. Id - Vg

characteristic analysis is used to measure parameters such as %Id, Isub, and Ig as a

function of stress time at various combinations of gate and drain biases, as discussed in

Chapter 3. Nit is measured using the charge pumping technique. The floating gate

method is used to measure electron and hole injection into the gate oxide at large and

small values of gate bias, respectively.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.2.1 Fowler-Nordheim injection Experiment

Degradation is assessed by calculating the percentage change in the drain

current (%Id) in saturation as a function of stress time, as discussed in Section 3.3.4.

The devices used in this experiment are Technology I devices with channel lengths of

(0.7 & 0.8)µm. In the case of the Fowler-Nordheim injection experiment, devices are

stressed at two conditions that can actually occur under logic circuit operation. N-

channel MOSFETs are stressed for 5000 seconds at elevated temperatures in inversion

(Vd=Vs=Vsub=0V and Vg=7.5V) and accumulation (Vs=Vg=Vsub=0V and Vd=7.5V)

conditions. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show %Id versus stress time for the cases of inversion
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and accumulation. As shown in these two graphs, the rate of degradation is less than

0.3 percent for both cases at accelerated voltage biases. Hence, the effects of hot-

carrier degradation are negligible for the samples studied under the conditions of

Fowler-Nordheim injection.

Figure
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4.2.2 Channel Hot-Carrier Experiment

As described earlier, most of the hot-carrier damage occurs when a device is

operating in saturation. It has been reported that the gate voltage plays an important

part in establishing the aging behavior of n-channel MOSFETs and that the device

degradation is maximum at values where the substrate current peaks 15,18,22 This

behavior is attributed to the fact that maximum degradation occurs when there are a

maximum number of electrons and holes generated by impact ionization. Since

substrate current is an indirect measure of impact ionization, the rate of degradation is

correlated to the substrate current. Figure 4-3 shows %Id, 'sub, and Ig after 20,000

seconds of stress as a function of gate voltage for a fixed drain bias of 7.5V. As shown

%Id, Isub, and Igate versus Gate Voltage

2.5 600

2 500
400 44 s

1.5 z Z.

ii 300 z0 0
Zi 0)

200 ;;°(

0.5
100

0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Gate Voltage (V)

%Id Isub °--Igate

Figure 4-3. %Id, Isub, and Igate versus gate voltage. Technology I device,
Vd=7.5V, LD=0.711m, stress time=20,000 sec.
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in Fig. 4-3, the rate of degradation does not correlate with Isub. First, %Id and Isub

have roughly the same shape for gate voltages between 0 and 4.5V. However, the

maximum rate of degradation does not coincide with the 'sub peak; it is shifted to

lower gate voltages around 1.5V with lower Isub values. In addition, the %Id curve

increases for Vg greater than 4.5V while Isub decreases. As shown in Fig. 4-3 for Vg

> 4.5V, a positive gate current into the gate is measured; this gate current correlates

with the increase in %Id. Since the gate current increase for Vg > 4.5V correlates with

the increase in %Id, it is evident that device degradation is caused by electrons injected

into the oxide for this range of gate voltages.

The same type of behavior is observed for Technology II devices at an
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Figure 4-4. %Id, -sub, and Igate versus gate voltage. Technology It device,
Vd=5.0V, LD=0.7gm, stress time=20,000 sec.
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accelerated drain bias of 5.0V, as shown in Fig 4-4. The peak 'sub does not correspond

to the maximum degradation as monitored by %Id. At high gate voltages (i.e. Vg >

4V), the rate of degradation increases while Isub decreases. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show

%Id and Isub trends as a function of gate voltage with drain voltage as a parameter for

two channel lengths. It is important to notice that devices stressed at accelerated

voltages (i.e. Vd=7.0 or 7.5V) do not exhibit a correlation between the maximum

amount of degradation, as monitored by %Id, and the peak substrate current. For

example, in Fig. 4-5 for Vd=7.5V, %Id maximizes at Vg=1.5V whereas 'sub peaks at

Vg=3.0V. In contrast, for drain voltages used under normal device operation (i.e.

Vd=5.5V), %Id and Isub correlate. Thus, the rate of degradation correlates with 'sub;

this is what is expected from the classical model of C. Hu15, discussed in Chapter 2.
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Technology I devices, LD=0.8i.tm.
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In summary, the trends exhibited in Figs. 4-3 through 4-6 are explained as

follows. There are two main regimes of degradation that do not correlate with the Isub

at accelerated voltages: 1) stress conditions at low gate voltages; for example, at

Vg=1.5V the degradation is maximum while peak 'sub occurs at Vg=(2.5-3.0)V.
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Figure 4-6 %Id and Isub versus gate voltage with drain voltage as the parameter.
Technology I device, LD=0.7!..tm.

2) stress conditions at high gate voltages; for example, for Vg > 4.5V %Id increases

while 'sub decreases and since gate current is measured in this range, the increase in

%Id is due to trapped electrons in the oxide.
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4.2.3 The Charge Pumping Experiment

The charge pumping experiment is performed on devices stressed for 20,000

seconds as a function of gate voltage for various drain biases. The charge pumping

measurement is used to determine the existence of interface states at each gate voltage.

The experimental trends deduced from the charge pumping measurement are

summarized in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8. As shown in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8, the peak Nit and the

maximum rate of degradation as monitored by %Id coincide at Vg=1.5V. Hence, there

is a strong correlation between Nit and %Id for 0 < Vg < 4.5V. This result indicates

that interface states are created and are mainly responsible for device degradation under

these bias conditions. For Vg > 4.5V, %Id increases while Nit decreases and gate

current in the range of pico-amps is measured. This indicates that since the increase in
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Figure 4-7, %Id, Isub, Nit, and 1g versus gate voltage. Technology I device,
Vd=7.0V, LD=0.71.tm.
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%Id is not due to interface states, the gate current (electron injection) is responsible for

the increase in the degradation at Vg > 4.5V.
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Figure 4-8, %Id, Isub, Nit, and 1g versus gate voltage. Technology I device,
Vd=6.5V, LD=0.7pm.

Figure 4-9 shows the interface state density measured using the lateral profiling

technique. As shown in Fig. 4-9, Nit maybe measured only close to the drain or source

edges but not in the center portion of the channel. Nit in the center portion of the

channel cannot be measured since it requires a large reverse bias of the drain-substrate

and source-substrate PN junctions, in which case a large generation current occurs that

distorts the charge pumping current (IQ). Notice that Nit is maximum for Vg=1.5V.

Furthermore, it is apparent that the trend in Nit measured from this method is similar to

that obtained from the average Nit method. In addition, from the lateral profiling

method it is found that the interface state density is maximum very close to the drain
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edge. This can be explained due to impact ionization that is occurring due to the high

electric field at the drain region. Also, it is postulated that the area over the drain LDD

region has high interface state density, since the electric field in that region is

maximum but, due to limitations in the measurement, the interface states over the LDD

region cannot be measured.

4.2.4 Alternate Injection Phases

An alternate static injection experiment is performed to establish under which

bias conditions (small or large gate voltage) the damage to the device is recoverable.

Figure 4-10 shows a Technology I device under stress for two periods of maximum

generation of interface states and electron trapping (Vg=1.5V and Vg=7.5V) for a
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foxed Vd. As shown in Fig. 4-10, the device is stressed under a condition of maximum

Nit generation at Vg=1.5V for 3000 seconds; then the device is stressed for another

3000 seconds under a condition of electron injection at Vg=7.5V. Such stressing is

then repeated for another cycle. Note that the extent of degradation, as measured by

%Id, increases irreversibly for Vg=1.5V. In contrast, for Vg=7.5V, %Id increases after

the condition of Vg=1.5V but this degradation is reversible since %Id recovers when a

low gate voltage (Vg=1.5V) bias is applied. The rate of degradation at Vg=7.5V

accumulates to the first phase of stress at Vg =l.5V. Therefore, damage created by

electron injection into the oxide at Vg=7.5V is reversible and can be ascribed to

detrapping of electrons from oxide traps or hole injection neutralization. In contrast,

degradation at Vg=1.5V that is due to interface states is irreversible.

Alternate Static Injection, %Id versus Stress Time

2.5

1.5

1

V1.5V
0.5

2000

I
Vg 7.5V

V7.5v
V1.5vrik

4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000

Stress Time (S)

Figure 4-10. Alternate static injection experiment, %Id versus stress time.
Technology I device, Vd=7.5V, LD=0.81.1m.
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4.2.5 Eliating.Gattlicaaurtmtni

In order to better understand the mechanisms of degradation, a floating gate

measurement is performed to determine what type of carriers are injected into the gate

oxide as a function of gate voltage. Figure 4-11 shows the absolute value of gate

current as a function of gate voltage for different drain biases. Ig is negative for Vg

2.5V and positive for Vg 5_ 1.0V. The positive gate current measured for Vg 1.0V

could be caused by either hole injection from the valence band of bulk silicon into the

gate electrode or electron injection from the polysilicon gate into the gate oxide. It is

difficult to distinguish between these two since the effects are the same in a

measurement of the gate current. As gate voltage increases from zero bias, 1g increases
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Figure 4-11. Floating gate measurement, absolute value of 1g versus gate voltage
with Vd as a parameter. Technology I device, LD=0.7p,m.
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and peaks at about 0.5V and then decreases. It is important to note that as Vg

increases, electron injection from the polysilicon gate becomes more difficult, due to a

decrease in the oxide field near the drain edge. Thus, the increase in Ig observed in

Fig. 4-11 near Vg=0.5V cannot be explained by electron injection from the polysilicon

gate into the gate oxide. Therefore, hole injection into the gate oxide takes place at low

Vg. The dependence of 1g on the longitudinal electric field (Vd) for several drain

voltages is shown in Fig. 4-11. For Vd=6.5V, the hole injection current is too small to

measure using the floating gate technique.

Figures 4-12 and 4-13 illustrate Ig and Nit as a function of gate voltage for

Technology I and II transistors. Observe that the peak hole injection does not correlate
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Figure 4-12. Floating gate measurement, Ig and Nit versus gate voltage.
Technology I device. Vd=7.5V, LD=0.7pm.
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with the peak Nit; rather, maximum Nit (maximum degradation) occurs in the range of

Vg in which both electrons and holes are injected simultaneously into the gate oxide

for both technologies. Gate currents obtained from floating gate measurements for

both Technologies are compared with direct DC measurement in Figs 4-12 and 4-13.

Ig values obtained from the floating gate measurement are again about 15 to 20 percent

higher than that measured directly and this is probably due to inaccuracy in measuring

the gate capacitance (as discussed in Chapter 3).
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Figure 4-13. Floating gate measurement, Ig and Nit versus gate voltage.
Technology II device. Vd=5.0V, LD=0.7p.m.
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4.3 DISCUSSION

The most striking aspect of the aging trends at accelerated voltages is that

degradation, as monitored by either %Id or Nit, does not correlate with the generation

of electron-hole pairs, as monitored by the substrate current. This is clearly illustrated

in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4. This is in contrast to that expected from the classical model15 ,

which finds device degradation to be well correlated with Isub. There are two main

regions in which the degradation trends are dissimilar to the Isub trends.

1) The maximum degradation, as monitored by %Id and Nit, does not coincide

with the peak in Isub at small Vg. Note from Figs. 4-7 and 4-8 that Nit measured using

the charge pumping technique correlates with %Id for 0 < Vg < 4.5V. Hence, this

shows that interface state generation is maximum at about Vg=1.5V for Technology I

devices.

2) At large Vg, %Id increases while Isub and Nit curves decrease as Vg

increases, as shown in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8. The increase in %Id obviously is not due to

interface states because %Id starts to increase at Vg > 4.5V and Vg > 3.0V for

Technology I and II devices, respectively. This increase in %Id is a direct consequence

of the concomitant increase in I
g*

Furthermore, this increase in %Id can be explained

by electrons injected either from the channel or drain LDD region into the gate oxide

where some of them are trapped. Such electron trapping would be expected to lead to

an increase in the threshold voltage. However, only a minor shift is observed in the

threshold voltage for all Vg conditions. This is explained by the fact that in LDD

device structures, there is always an overlap of the oxide with the edge of the LDD

region. Therefore, most of the electrons are injected from the drain LDD region into

the oxide and some of them are trapped in the oxide over the drain LDD region. Thus,

because most of the trapped electrons in the oxide are not over the channel, threshold
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voltage shifts are not observed. In summary, at large gate voltages electrons are

injected from both the channel and the drain LDD region into the gate oxide and

trapped in the gate oxide, which is manifest as an increase in %Id. This damage can be

partially recovered when a low voltage is applied to the gate after a large Vg stress, as

shown in Fig. 4-10.

Recall from Fig. 4-11 that at small Vg hole current is measured, whereas at

large Vg electron current is measured. Figures 4-14 and 4-15 show energy band

diagrams for the condition of large and small gate voltages. When Vg is large, the

electric field in the pinch off region near the drain is conducive to electron injection

from the conduction band of silicon into the gate oxide, as shown in Fig. 4-11 through

4-13. As indicated in Fig. 4-14, the band-bending is such that electron injection from

the silicon into the oxide occurs; some of the electrons injected into the oxide are

trapped therein.

Figure 4-14, Energy band diagram illustrating
electron injection for large Vg.

Figure 4-15 is a one-dimensional energy band diagram of a slice of the n-

channel MOSFET very close to the drain which has been biased with large Vd and

small Vg (e.g. Vd=7.5V, Vg=0.5V). Since Vd is much more positive than Vg, the

oxide and channel band-bending is as shown in Fig. 4-15; the channel-to-substrate
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band-bending is as illustrated because the channel near the drain is controlled by the

drain voltage whereas the substrate is at ground potential. The important aspect of Fig.

4-15 is that when Vg is small and Vd is large, the band-bending near the drain is

favorable for hole injection. Moreover, the hump in the valence band profile near the

channel effectively reduces the hole injection barrier (4)13h)- Thus, hole injection is

even more favorable than what one would have deduced from the Si/Si02 valence band

discontinuity barrier.

Figure 4-15, Energy band diagram illustrating
hole injection for small Vg.

From Figs. 4-12 and 4-13, it is shown that the Nit maximum occurs in a region

where both electron and holes are injected into the oxide simultaneously for both

technologies. This result has been reported by several authors30,31,41. A possible

explanation why the maximum rate of interface state creation occurs when electron and

hole injection occurs simultaneously is indicated by the energy band diagram in Fig. 4-

16. Figure 4-16 shows a condition in which both electrons and holes have enough

energy to surmount their respective barriers and get trapped in the oxide. Assume the

existence of an empty donor-type trap band (not a discrete trap) below the midgap in

the oxide near the interface. The capture cross section for a hole to be trapped by this

neutral trap is approximately a = 1E-15 cm^2. The charge state of the donor trap
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would be positive after hole capture. Electrons would be readily captured by such a

trap due to the large capture cross section of such columbically attractive trap (a = 1E-

12 cm^2 for a positively charged donor trap).

Thus, after hole capture occurs, electron capture into this donor trap can easily

occur. Interface state generation is presumed to be a consequence of both hole and

electron capture into the donor oxide trap. Approximately 4 eV of potential energy

would be locally dissipated via phonon emission concomitant with electron

recombination. This locally dissipated phonon energy would be responsible for the

creation of interface states; for example, a Si-H bond could be broken by such phonon

dissipation and H could diffuse away from the interface, leaving behind a dangling

bond (i.e. an interface state). In such a model for interface state generation, holes are

required to change the charge state of the oxide trap, making it more favorable for

electron capture. If the oxide trap is already filled with an electron, it could not capture

another electron and no interface state generation could occur.

8.6 ev

Figure 4-16, Energy band diagram illustrating
hole and electron injection and capture into an
oxide trap located very close to the interface.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

In this thesis the effects of Fowler-Nordheim injection and channel hot carriers

under static aging are investigated for sub-micron, n-channel MOSFETs. In the case of

Fowler-Nordheim injection aging, degradation under conditions of accumulation and

inversion is negligible. Therefore, Fowler-Nordheim injection stress is of no further

concern. In contrast, channel hot carrier aging plays an important role in establishing

the reliability of n-channel MOSFETs. The primary measurements employed to

investigate the aging characteristics of n-channel MOSFETs as a function of stress time

are as follows: 1) the drain current at Vg=Vd=5.5V and Vg=Vd=3.3V for Technology

I and II, respectively, is assessed to determine the percent change in the drain current

(%Id), 2) the substrate current at stress conditions (Isub) is measured, 3) the charge

pumping technique is used to monitor the interface state density (Nit), and 4) the

floating gate technique is used to evaluate the magnitude and nature (i.e. conduction by

electrons or holes) of the gate current.

Accelerated aging studies are performed on sub-micron, n-channel MOSFETs

by operating these devices at drain voltage in excess of that used under normal

operating conditions (i.e. Vd > 5.5V for Technology I and Vd > 3.3V for Technology

II). It is found that degradation of these devices, as monitored by the percent change in

the drain current (%Id) and the interface state density (Nit), does not show a strong

correlation with the measured substrate current (Isub) This is in contrast to classical

results reported previously by other researchers. This difference is attributed to scaling

of device dimensions and oxide thickness while power supply voltage is kept at 5.5V

and 3.3V for Technology I and II devices. Note that a strong correlation between
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degradation and 'sub is observed for devices investigated in this study when operated

under normal conditions (i.e. Vd=5.5V for Technology I devices).

Under accelerated aging conditions, it is found that there are two regimes at

which there is a lack of correlation between the degradation, as monitored by %Id, Nit,

and Isub; these regimes occur at large (Vg > 4.5V) and small (0 < Vg < 4.5V) gate

voltages.

At large gate biases, the degradation mechanism is predominately due to

trapped electrons in the oxide with very little Nit generation. Floating gate and DC

current measurements confirm that electron injection occurs at these large gate biases.

In addition, degradation caused as a result of a large Vg stress is recoverable since the

trapped electrons in the oxide can detrap when a small Vg is applied.

At small gate biases, the degradation does not correlate with 'sub (i.e. the

maximum degradation occurs at Vg=1.5V which does not coincide with the maximum

Isub) This is in contrast to the results of previous workers who found maximum

degradation and peak Isub to be strongly correlated. This difference is attributed to the

thinner gate oxides used in the present study (i.e. 15nm and 8nm for Technology I and

II devices, respectively, compared to (20-40)nm in previous studies) and shorter

effective channel lengths. However, degradation as monitored by %Id correlates very

well with Nit for 0 < Vg < 4.5V. Therefore, generation of interface states is mainly

responsible for device degradation in this range. From floating gate measurements it is

concluded that maximum Nit creation occurs at the gate bias in which both electron and

hole injection occurs into the oxide simultaneously (i.e. Vg=1.5V).

A possible explanation for the creation of interface states is put forth to explain

why interface state generation is maximum when both electrons and holes are injected

into the oxide simultaneously. First, holes are trapped at a deep donor trap in the
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oxide. Next, electrons are trapped at these positively charged, deep oxide traps.

Interface state generation is presumed to occur as a result phonon dissipation of the

electron recombination energy.

For future work, it is important to explore the following areas in which further

understanding of MOSFET degradation can be achieved.

1) The issue of why degradation does not correlate with 'sub (i.e. maximum

degradation does not coincide with peak Isub) can be better resolved using

two-dimensional simulation tools such as PISCES. PISCES simulations are

crucial in order to better understand the effects of both the transverse and

longitudinal electric fields as a function of distance along the channel.

Furthermore, two-dimensional simulations can provide information about

the nature and magnitude of carriers injecting into the oxide. This

information is important especially at normal operating conditions in which

measuring such small currents into the oxide, even by the floating gate

measurement, is impossible.

2) The issue of how interface states are generated should be investigated by

performing sequential hole and electron injections into the gate oxide on

MOS capacitors fabricated under identical process conditions as the

MOSFETs used in this study. S. K. Lai" performed these experiments and

found that interface state creation arises from a two step process (hole and

then electron injection into the gate). However, the oxide thicknesses used

in his study ranged from 20-100nm.

3) Aging studies should be conducted on n-channel MOSFETs with various

gate oxides thicknesses and drain biases because electron and hole injection

into the gate oxide strongly depend on both the transverse and longitudinal
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electric fields. By performing these experiment the effect of the electric

field in determining the hot-carrier degradation of these devices can be

revealed.

4) Dynamic aging should be performed on the same devices as used in this

study since devices in a real logic circuit undergo AC stressing. Parameters

such as amplitude, rise and fall times, and pulse width should be varied.

Such experiments would help one to obtain understanding of dynamic

degradation.
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